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Access today announced that Freeman Health is enhancing the patient experience and speeding registration with its pa-
perless eForms on demand and electronic signatures solution.

Previously, Freeman Health printed multiple paper forms for each new or returning patient who presented to the front 
desk. The patient then filled in each one and signed it, after which the registrar would scan the forms into the electronic 
health record. This was a time-consuming, manual process.

With the Access system, a Freeman staff member registers the patient in MEDITECH’s EHR, and the Access system auto-
matically generates the required forms with a lot of information pre-filled. The patient then simply completes and elec-
tronically signs the forms, which are then automatically routed into their electronic chart in MEDITECH.

“My personal motivation is to improve our engagement with patients plus reduce their wait times and stress,” said Free-
man Health CIO Skip Rollins. “So, if we can apply technology to the workflow that results in the patient’s experience being 
more pleasant or less frustrating we’re going to do that every time. Using Access, MEDITECH and some of our other ven-
dors, we’re making that patient experience a more streamlined, organized and efficient process.”

The benefits don’t end with the patient, but also extend to Freeman’s registration team.

“Being paperless is a big deal for our registrars,” said Julie Akins, business analyst at Freeman Health. “Having all the forms 
in an electronic format and eliminating the need to shuffle all that paperwork is a really big win for them. Now that we 
have the Access solution, registrars don’t have to print the forms out, have the patient sign them, and them scan them 
back into the system. The patient just signs the forms electronically and they go right into their record.”

One of the reasons that the registration process now runs so smoothly is the tight integration between Access’s eForms 
system and MEDITECH’s EHR.

“I’ve been really impressed with the partnership between Access and MEDITECH,” Akins said. “You can tell that they have 
worked together to create a streamlined integration between their products. The partnership between companies has re-
ally benefited us as the end user.”

Freeman Health previously worked with another eForms provider but are glad that they switched to Access.

“From a leadership perspective, I would tell you that it was a much less stressful experience for me and the staff in IT to 



put Access’s product in place than what we went through with our previous vendor,” Rollins said. “Access came in at a 
point when we were working on a really time-sensitive, critical project and we needed something to happen in a good 
way. We saw an opportunity to engage with Access and we’re very happy we made that decision.”

About Access
For more than 15 years, Access has developed electronic forms management solutions that eliminate the unnecessary ex-
pense, risk and inefficiency of paper forms. Our 100 percent paperless technology enables organizations in any industry to 
capture, manage, sign and share forms data without printing or scanning. Learn more at http://www.accessefm.com and 
help Access’s partner The Last Well bring clean water and the Gospel to Liberia at http://thelastwell.org.

About MEDITECH
Healthcare is long overdue for genuine disruption and innovation. MEDITECH is supporting care organizations reclaim their 
productivity, coordinate care, and do more for patients with its mobile Web Electronic Health Record (EHR). With 2,400+ 
customers, across 22 different countries, MEDITECH solutions are empowering users to provide higher quality care, with 
greater efficiency, to more people, at a lower cost. A leading EHR vendor with over 45 years of experience, MEDITECH is 
helping care organizations reach their clinical, analytical, and financial goals. For more information on how MEDITECH is 
transforming healthcare and building the next generation of EHR leaders, go to ehr.meditech.com.


